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Abstract
Visualizing vibrational motions calculated with different ab initio packages requires dedicated post-processing tools. Here,
we present a PyMOL plugin called PyVibMS for visualizing the vibrational motions for both molecular and solid systems
calculated by mainstream quantum chemical computer programs including Gaussian, Q–Chem, VASP, and CRYSTAL.
Benefiting from the continuing development of the PyMOL platform, PyVibMS provides powerful functionalities and userfriendly interface. PyVibMS was written in Python and its open-source nature makes it flexible and sustainable. As an
example, the motions of the Konkoli-Cremer local vibrational modes are shown in this work for the first time. PyVibMS is
freely available at https://github.com/smutao/PyVibMS.
Keywords Vibrational spectroscopy · PyMOL · Phonon · Normal mode · Harmonic approximation ·
Local vibrational mode theory

Introduction
Vibrational spectroscopy is a fundamental analytical tool
to study structural properties and dynamics of molecules
and solids [1–4]. Infrared (IR) and Raman spectroscopy
can be employed to determine the microscopic structure
by assigning observed frequency peaks to the vibrations
of specific functional groups [5, 6] or to characterize
intermolecular forces, e.g., hydrogen bonding [7–9], in both
molecular and solid systems [10–14].
With the rapid development in the field of computational
chemistry, the theoretical prediction of vibrational spectra
of molecular systems within the harmonic approximation
based on analytic Hessian matrices is nowadays a routine
procedure, which has been implemented in various quantum
chemical packages [15, 16]. Extracting vibrational spectra
for liquid and solution systems with time-correlation
functions of velocities from molecular dynamics simulation
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trajectories is also on the rise [17–20]. Theoretical
modeling of solids, e.g., crystals, although lagging behind
the modeling of isolated molecules, has witnessed the
development of several first-principles calculation packages
(e.g., VASP, CASTEP, CP2K, Quantum ESPRESSO,
WIEN2k, DMol3, and CRYSTAL) that allow the calculation
of vibrational frequencies of solids [21, 22].
After the lattice vibrational modes and associated
frequencies have been calculated for a crystal or other
periodic system, it is necessary to visualize the atomic
vibrational motions if assigning a vibrational frequency
to a certain functional group is desired. When modeling
the heterogeneous catalysis on metal surfaces, it would be
helpful to visualize the vibrational mode with imaginary
frequency in order to check whether the atomic movement
in this mode connects the reactant and product geometries.
However, only a few software packages have the
functionality to visualize lattice vibrations in solids. One
is the wxDragon package [23] which was designed mainly
for visualizing the geometries calculated by various ab
initio programs. The other is the XCrySDen program [24,
25], which supports the animation of vibration with given
trajectory files as a workaround.
There exist also a few online tools that can display
the vibration motions of solids. The Phonon website
created by Miranda [26] takes one step further. It allows
the user to visualize the vibrational motions besides !
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(q = 0) point by clicking at the points in a phonon
dispersion plot. This online applet has been embedded
into two material databases: Materials Project (https://
materialsproject.org/) and Materials Cloud (https://www.
materialscloud.org/). Recently, Noël designed a webpage
[27] as part of the CRYSPLOT [28] suit for visualizing
the solid vibrations calculated by CRYSTAL program.
However, these online tools require the user to upload the
output files and their closed-source nature prohibits the
flexibility to meet different needs of the users.
In this work, we present a novel easy-to-use graphic
user interface (GUI) named PyVibMS as a plugin for
the PyMOL visulization system to visualize vibrations for
both molecular and solid systems. PyVibMS is designed
to visualize the geometry and vibrational modes for a
number of ab initio packages, including Gaussian, QChem, VASP, and CRYSTAL. It is written in Python
language and is released as an open-source software, which
makes PyVibMS easy to maintain and extend for more
possibilities.

Methods
Overall architecture
PyMOL is written in the Python programming language
[29, 30]. It offers an easy-to-use Python interface which
allows users being familiar with Python to import PyMOL
as a module, and to directly manipulate structural objects in
the viewer window with the cmd functions in an external
script. Based on the Python platform, PyMOL has access
to a variety of modules and libraries that perform scientific
computing, and it fosters many plugins developed by the
scientific user community [31–68]. Starting from version
2.0 released in 2017, PyMOL replaces Tkinter with PyQt
as its GUI engine and plugin developers could then harness
PyQt’s more abundant widgets and design the plugin’s GUI
in a straightforward way.
The overall architecture of the PyVibMS plugin created
in this work is shown in Fig. 1. It contains a PyQt GUI
window as is shown in Fig. 2. The plugin is compatible with
PyMOL 2.x and works on all operating systems including
Windows, Linux, and MacOS.
In the following subsections, the functionalities of
PyVibMS are described in more detail.

Functionalities
View 3D structures of molecules and solids
PyVibMS reads the input geometry from up to five different
file formats:

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the communication between PyMOL and the
PyVibMS plugin through application programming interface (API)

–
–
–
–
–

XYZ file
Gaussian 09/16 output file
Q-Chem output file
VASP 5.x output with POSCAR/CONTCAR file
CRYSTAL17 output file

The user can choose the desired file format from a
drop-down list located in Section “Introduction” from the
GUI window of PyVibMS. If the geometry has been
obtained from the calculation with the program currently
not supported by PyVibMS, one can extract the Cartesian
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Besides molecular structures, the PyVibMS plugin can
also be used to show the 3D structure of periodic systems
of one, two, and three dimensions. The structure of any
periodic system can be described by the unit cell or primitive
cell with translational symmetry [69], which is specified by
lattice vectors {ai }(i = 1, 2, 3). If the unit cell is translated
along a lattice vector, it will completely overlap with the
neighboring unit cell.
Importing solid structure into PyVibMS is a two-step
process. (i) The geometry for the unit cell needs to be
loaded as it can be done for molecular geometry. (ii) The
user needs to enter the information about the lattice vectors
in Section “Methods” of the GUI window (see Fig. 2).
After selecting and confirming the dimensionality of the
imported periodic system, the lattice vector information can
be entered. A lattice vector has three components in x, y,
and z directions separated by comma, and each component
takes the unit of angstrom (Å) in PyVibMS. However, for
VASP and CRYSTAL output files, the lattice information
is automatically recognized by PyVibMS. Then if the
Unit/Primitive Cell button is clicked, the lattice vectors will
be shown in red, green, and blue colors for a1 , a2 , and a3
respectively. The structure of the supercell can be shown by
clicking the Make Supercell button. Atoms within supercell
adjacent to the central unit cell will be shown with smaller
atomic radii as demonstrated in Fig. 3.
Fig. 2 The graphical user interface (GUI) window of the PyVibMS
plugin. It is divided into four major sections according to functionalities, including (1) loading input geometry, (2) setting up periodic
boundary conditions (PBC), (3) loading extra vibrational mode file,
and (4) tweaking the visualization of vibrations

coordinates and convert them into an XYZ file, which can
be read by PyVibMS.
The geometry is shown with a ball-and-stick model in
PyMOL’s viewer window if properly imported. PyMOL
excels at visualizing biological macromolecules, e.g.,
protein and nucleic acids; however, it has not been
optimized for displaying the structure of small molecules
and solids. The default representation of chemical bonding
between two bonded atoms is simply a single bond.
We implemented an automatic functionality determining
the bond order of a particular bond based on the
distance between the two atoms in question and adjusting
the representation using PyMOL’s valence command
accordingly. In the current version of PyVibMS, a library
that contains the mapping between bond length and bond
order for CC, CO, and CN bonds has been incorporated.
If other types of multiple covalent bonds are desired to be
shown, the user can easily add additional distance criteria
for multiple bonds into the judge valence function in
the PyVibMS code.

Animate vibrations
Molecular vibrations or lattice vibrations in solids are
frequently treated as harmonic oscillations about the
equilibrium geometry. In PyVibMS, the animation of a
vibration is realized by showing a series of interpolated
displacements as a movie, being played with a constant
frame rate. The trigonometric sine function is used within
the interpolation in order to simulate the movement of the
harmonic oscillator.
A vibrational mode displacement vector specifies the
direction and amplitude of the movement for each atom.
However, it can have different names or even definitions in
the output files of various calculation packages, which can
be confusing. In this work, we provide a short summary for
clarification.
The harmonic normal vibrational modes and frequencies
of a molecular system being composed of N atoms are
obtained by solving the Wilson equation of vibrational
spectroscopy [10]:
fx L = ML!

(1)

where fx is the Hessian matrix in 3N × 3N dimension. M is
the mass matrix collecting the atomic masses for N atoms
in three directions as its diagonal elements. The diagonal
matrix ! with the dimension of Nvib ×Nvib collects Nvib
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Fig. 3 Imported geometry for
1D polyacetylene (PA). The
geometry of unit cell (a) is
firstly imported, then the
supercell (b) can be constructed.
The line segment in red color
represents the lattice vector a1

vibrational eigenvalues λµ (µ = 1, ..., Nvib with Nvib =
3N − K) where Nvib is the total number of molecular
vibrations and K equals 5/6 for linear/non-linear molecules.
The harmonic vibrational frequencies ωµ (normally in the
unit of cm−1 ) are related to the eigenvalue λµ by:
2
λµ = 4π 2 c2 ωµ

(2)

where c is the speed of light. Matrix L with the dimension
of 3N×Nvib collects Nvib column vectors lµ which are
renormalized and orthogonal to each other. As a result, one
obtains LT ML = MR and LT fx L = K, which defines
the reduced mass matrix MR and the diagonal normal force
constant matrix K in normal coordinates, respectively. In
Gaussian 09/16 and Q-Chem, the lµ vectors collected in L,
termed normal coordinates, are printed out as the atomic
displacement for each vibration [16].
In a periodic system, i.e., solid, the vibrational analysis
usually takes the ansatz of phonon spectroscopy. After the
Hessian matrix fx of the unit cell has been obtained, a
dynamical matrix (mass-weighted Hessian matrix) D at !
point (q = 0) is calculated by mass-weighting [70, 71].
fijx
Dai,bj (q = 0) = √
ma mb

(3)

where ma and mb are the masses for atoms a and b
associated with the i-th and j -th Cartesian coordinates
respectively. Noteworthy is that the term “unit cell”
mentioned above arises from periodic boundary conditions
(PBC) for calculation. This cell can be either a primitive
cell in order to calculate the vibrational motions leading
to infrared (IR) and Raman spectra or a supercell used for
calculating phonon dispersion relations [72, 73].
By diagonalizing matrix D for the unit cell containing
N atoms, 3N eigenvalues λ and their eigenvectors c are
obtained (collected in ! and C respectively).
DC = C!

(4)

For a 2D/3D periodic system, it is expected to have three
zero eigenvalues, which correspond to the translation of the
whole system in three directions. For a 1D periodic system,

four zero eigenvalues are produced from diagonalization
of D. The fourth zero eigenvalue is linked to the overall
rotation of the system around the principal axis parallel
to the lattice vector. The remaining 3N − 3/4 vibrational
frequencies ω can be calculated via Eq. 2. In VASP
5.x, the normalized eigenvectors c are printed in the
output file as the atomic displacements for both vibrations
and translations/rotations. However, the CRYSTAL09/17
package takes a different path to obtain the atomic
displacements for each vibration, while the vibrational
frequencies are calculated in the same way as VASP 5.x.
In CRYSTAL09/17, the Hessian matrix fx is first
diagonalized:
fx C$ = C$ !$

(5)

$
cai
ma

(6)

and each eigenvector c$ is then mass weighted by:
$m.w.
cai
=

where ma is the mass for atom a with i-th Cartesian
coordinates leading to a new vector c$m.w. whose norm
(vector length) is denoted as u0 . Then, vector c$m.w. is
normalized according to the equation of the time average
kinetic energy of a phonon mode [74]:
!
"
1
1 1
2 2
ρV ω u0 =
!ω
(7)
8
2 2
which can be re-written as:
ρV ωu20 = 2!

(8)

where ω is the vibrational frequency, ρ is the mass density,
V is the crystal volume, and ρV does mass-weighting (with
ma ) on the square of each element in c$m.w. . As the righthand side of Eq. 8 is two times the Planck constant leading
to a constant, vector c$m.w. can be then normalized according
to a determined value of u0 as the mode amplitude in
. In the
Eq. 8 and thereby leading to a new vector as c$m.w.
0
CRYSTAL09/17 output file, vectors c$m.w.
are
printed
as
0
normal modes normalized to classical amplitudes in the unit
of Bohr [75].
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Although different packages use different flavors for the
definition of vibrational mode displacements, these differences are obscured when the displacement of the atoms
is translated into the animation on the screen. Therefore,
PyVibMS directly takes the displacement information from
output files. There is no need for conversion into a consistent definition as explained above.
The user needs to select the Has Vib. Info. checkbox in
the GUI window before the input geometry file is loaded
if it also contains vibrational analysis information. After
the vibration information is properly loaded, the vibrational
frequency and symmetry (if available) for each vibration
will be listed in the table region of the GUI window.
Clicking a row in the table selects a target vibration. If the
Start Animation button is then clicked, the movement of the
selected vibration is shown in PyMOL’s viewer window.
In addition, PyVibMS provides two slider bars in the
GUI window for the user to adjust the animation speed and
displacement amplitude of vibrations.
Show displacement vectors
PyVibMS allows the user to visualize the vibrational displacement vectors as arrows by selecting the Displacement
Vectors checkbox in the GUI window. The slider bar on the
right-side scales the length of these arrows. We have used
in PyVibMS a script written by Holder to show the arrow
object in PyMOL [76].
If an arrow of the displacement vector overlaps with a
chemical bond, the user can choose to unselect and then
reselect the Displacement Vectors checkbox so that all
displacement vector arrows will be shown in an opposite
direction for better visualization.
Visualize local vibrational modes
In the past few years, our research group has made
many contributions to the theory extension [77–82] and
application [83–93] of the the local vibrational mode theory
originally proposed by Konkoli and Cremer in 1998 [94–
100]. We have been employing extensively the local mode
force constant kna and local mode frequency ωna in our
previous work, but we have not visualized so far how the
local vibrational modes look like, although it has been
proved that the Konkoli-Cremer local modes are the only
local counterpart of normal vibrational modes [77, 88]. With
PyVibMS, it is now possible to visualize how the atoms in
molecules and solids move during a local vibration.
A local vibrational mode associated with an internal
coordinate qn (e.g., bond length) in a molecular system
is defined based on the leading parameter principle [94]
which describes a process that this internal coordinate is
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first displaced infinitesimally followed by the relaxation of
other parts of this molecule.
The solution of the Wilson equation (Eq. 1) leads to a
diagonal Hessian matrix in normal coordinates Q:
fQ = K = LT fx L

(9)

where LT is the transpose of L.
The internal coordinate qn leading a local vibrational
mode can be defined via the Wilson B-matrix [10], connecting internal coordinate qn with Cartesian coordinates x via
partial derivatives:
∂qn
(10)
∂x
Row vector bn of length of 3N converts the Nvib
vibrational modes collected in L from Cartesian coordinates
into internal coordinates via:
bn =

dn = b n L

(11)

Row vector dn of the length of Nvib is then used to derive
the local vibrational mode vector an led by the internal
coordinate qn :
an =

K−1 dTn
dn K−1 dTn

(12)

However, before visualizing local mode an of dimension
Nvib with PyVibMS, it has to be transformed into Cartesian
coordinates via:
axn = Lan

(13)

so that axn has the proper length of 3N. Besides, it can be
easily proved that bn axn = 1.
In order to visualize a local vibrational mode, the file
containing the mode vector axn needs to be first loaded
with Section “Computational details” of the plugin’s GUI
window. Then, the corresponding local vibrational modes
will be added into the table region with corresponding
local mode frequencies ωna . The format of the mode file
storing the local vibrational mode vectors is elaborated in
Appendix 2.
Produce publication-quality images and movies
In order to make publication ready figures with PyVibMS,
e.g., the displacement vectors of a vibration, one can benefit
from PyMOL’s powerful ray tracing function, which renders
quality images for publication use.
To export the animation of a vibration as a movie file,
it is recommended to use PyMOL’s Export Movie utility as
long as necessary encoders are properly installed. Before
recording the movie, the target vibration needs to be selected
in the table region. According to our tests, a movie file
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in (1) animated GIF or (2) QuickTime MOV format has
satisfactory publication quality.

Computational details
The geometry of the carbon dioxide (CO2 ) molecule
was optimized using the B3LYP density functional [101]
with Dunning’s aug-cc-pVTZ basis set [102, 103] in the
Gaussian 16 package [104]. The density functional theory
(DFT) calculation was conducted on a pruned (75, 302) grid
[105]. The Hessian matrix was evaluated at the same level
of theory. The local mode analysis was carried out with the
program package COLOGNE2020 [106].
The monocrystalline silicon was modeled in the VASP
5.4.4 package [21, 107–110] using the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) functional [111, 112] with projectoraugmented wave (PAW) potential [113, 114]. The kinetic
energy cutoff for basis set is 900 eV. A 12×12×12 kpoint grid according to the Monkhorst-Pack scheme was
employed to sample the Brillouin zone [115] as a primitive
cell model was used in this work. A tight convergence
criterion (< 10−8 eV/Å) was used for cell relaxation. The
analytic Hessian matrix for the primitive cell was calculated
with density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT) [116].
The two-dimensional (2D) water layer was calculated
with the CRYSTAL17 program [117, 118] at the M062X/6-31+G(d,2p) level [119–122]. In order for sufficient
sampling of k-points in reciprocal space, a 12×12 grid
was employed according to the Pack-Monkhorst method
[115]. Besides, a pruned XXLGRID (99,1454) integration
grid was used for DFT calculation. The Hessian matrix was
evaluated in a semi-analytical approach by taking numerical
Fig. 4 The local vibrational
mode axn led by the C(1)O(2)
bond stretching in CO2
molecule. The whole molecules
lies in the X-axis direction. The
Wilson B-matrix vector bn and
associated local vibrational
mode vector axn of the CO bond
are printed in Cartesian
coordinates
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derivatives of analytic gradients according to a centraldifference formula with the stepsize of 0.001 Å [118].

Results
Carbon dioxide molecule
As a demonstration how a local vibrational mode looks like,
the local vibration of a CO bond stretching in the carbon
dioxide (CO2 ) molecule is shown in Fig. 4.
According to the definition of internal coordinates in
Eq. 10, the C1=O2 bond length is defined as the partial
derivatives of the Cartesian coordinates for these two atoms
in the X direction as shown in the components of the bn
vector. However, the component for the third atom of the
local vibrational mode vector axn is not zero. Instead, with
the lengthening of the C1=O2 bond, the O3 atom has a
displacement in the +X direction. This is because the local
vibrational mode as defined with the leading parameter
principle starts with an infinitesimal displacement of the
C1=O2 bond and the O3 atom follows effortlessly.

Monocrystalline silicon
The monocrystalline silicon is an important player in
materials science. It shares a similar lattice structure with
diamond. In the primitive cell of monocrystalline silicon,
there are two atoms connected with a Si–Si single bond and
in total 3 × 2 − 3 = 3 vibrations, which are triply degenerate
due to the unique diamond cubic lattice structure as shown
in Fig. 5.
All three lattice vibrational modes in the monocrystalline
silicon are orthogonal to each other. However, if the
perspective is changed into the direction along the Si–Si
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Fig. 5 Three lattice vibrations in
a primitive cell of
monocrystalline silicon denoted
as (I), (II), and (III) with the
same vibrational frequency of
502 cm−1 . The cell with red,
green, and blue edges is a
primitive cell containing two
silicon atoms with relatively
larger size. For each vibration,
the structure in two different
perspectives are shown

bond axis, one can see that the vibrational mode vectors can
be projected onto a planar hexagon and the displacement
vectors of two atoms point to a pair of opposite vertices.

Water layer
The 2D water layer is a model system which has been
investigated in our previous work to determine the intrinsic
Fig. 6 Structure of the 2D layer
of water molecules connected
with hydrogen bonding in two
different perspectives shown as
two panels of (a) and (b). The
cell with red and green edges
denotes a primitive cell
containing one water molecule.
The yellow dashed lines
represent four hydrogen bonds
each water could form with
surrounding water molecules

strength of its hydrogen bonds [82]. As shown in Fig. 6,
all water molecules in this layer have the same orientation
and each water molecule donates and accepts two hydrogen
bonds simultaneously.
The primitive cell in the 2D water layer can be chosen to
contain one water molecule with three atoms. Therefore, in
total, six lattice vibrations of the primitive cell are expected
as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 Six lattice vibrations
denoted as (I)∼(VI) in the 2D
water layer with the vibrational
frequencies as 435, 667, 750,
1642, 3718, and 3799 cm−1 ,
respectively

These six lattice vibrations can be divided into two
groups. The first group (I∼III) is basically the overall
rotations of the water molecule. Different from molecular
water in gas phase, each water molecule in the 2D layer
forms hydrogen bonds with neighboring water molecules.
Therefore, its rotation causes a change in the total energy,
leading to non-zero vibrational frequencies. The three
vibrations of the second group (IV∼VI) are the same as the
internal vibrations of an isolated water molecule including
the angle bending, symmetric O-H bond stretching, and
asymmetric stretching. Noteworthy is that the asymmetric
O-H stretching (VI) has also higher vibrational frequency
than the symmetric O-H stretching (V) as in the case of an
isolated water molecule.

Conclusions
PyVibMS is a freely available PyMOL plugin that
can be obtained from GitHub (https://github.com/smutao/
PyVibMS) and it works on major operating system
platforms including Linux, Mac OS, and Windows.
With PyVibMS, one can visualize the vibrational modes
of molecular and solid systems calculated by standard
computational packages including Gaussian 09/16, VASP
5.x, and CRYSTAL09/17 in the PyMOL system. Benefiting
from PyMOL’s powerful visualization capability, highquality figures and movies can be easily generated.
We expect that PyVibMS will be a useful tool for all
colleagues who are interested in the vibrational motions in
molecules and solids.

Outlook
For future versions of PyVibMS, we plan to implement a
functionality of identifying the symmetry (point group/space group and related irreducible representations) of the
input geometry and the vibrational modes.
Besides, an interface to the phonopy package [123] is
under development to visualize the phonons for other wave
vectors q besides the ! point (q = 0).
PyVibMS will also be interfaced to more ab initio/firstprinciples modeling packages. With the release of our
local mode program LMODEA [100], users will be able
to visualize local vibrational mode in both molecules and
solids.
Acknowledgments We thank SMU for providing supercomputing
resources. Y.T. thanks Yue Qiu and Xin Chen for valuable comments.
Funding This work was financially supported by National Science
Foundation Grants CHE 1464906.

Appendix 1: Installation guide
The following instructions describe the installation of the
latest version of PyVibMS:
1. Install the latest version of PyMOL 2.x from precompiled binaries or source code;
2. Download the latest version of PyVibMS from GitHub
repository;
3. Open PyMOL and navigate to the Plugin Manager
menu under the Plugin button;
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4. On the Install New Plugin tab, select the init .py
file in the PyVibMS folder after clicking the Choose file
button. This step loads PyVibMS into PyMOL;
5. The PyVibMS item will be added to the Plugin menu
if properly installed. Clicking PyVibMS opens its GUI
window.

Appendix 2: Format of the user-provided
mode file
If the user wants to visualize the local vibrational modes
calculated by LMODEA program or molecular/lattice
vibrations calculated by a different package outside the
supported ones listed in this work, an additional text file can
be read like the following.

The 1st line contains two integer numbers: the first is the
number of atoms N in a molecule or in a primitive/unit cell
for solid systems, while the second number specifies the
number of additional vibrations this text file has.
The 2nd and 16th lines are the blank lines before the
information of each vibration.
The 3rd and 17th lines are the header of each vibration,
and each line has four fields. The first field takes either
L or N, representing local vibration and normal vibration
respectively. The second field is the vibrational frequency
in wavenumbers. The third field gives the irreducible
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representation of current vibration. Noteworthy is that local
vibrations have no symmetry; therefore, we provide 0 here.
The last field takes a string which will show up in the
comment column in the table section of the GUI window.
Lines 4–15 and 18–29 list 3N atomic displacements of
vibrations in Cartesian coordinates for the N atoms.
The 30th line of END following the displacement
information of the last vibration denotes the end of this text
file.
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